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ABSTRACT 
We discuss the following problem: How can the spectrum u(A) of a linear operator 
A be changed upon perturbation of A with a one-dimensional operator K? In particular 
we study this question for normal, self-adjoint , and unitary operators. 
NOTATION 
Let AE@“~” be a matrix representation of a linear (A E I+,), normal 
(A EN,), self-adjoint (A E S,), or unitary (A E U,) operator, acting on G” (see 
[l-3] for the definitions). Also, let a( A) denote the spectrum of A. In this 
paper we shall consider K as a one-dimensional operator (rank K = l), and S1 
will denote the unit disc (S’ = {X : 1 x 1 = 1)). 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall discuss the following problem: How can the 
spectrum a( A) be changed upon perturbation of A with one-dimensional 
operator K? We shall also study this question for normal, self-adjoint , and 
unitary operators. 
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Note that such problems arise in system theory. For example, in [4] the 
following problem is considered: Given a matrix A and a column vector b, one 
can find (under some weak assumptions) a row vector f such that A + bf has 
arbitrary spectrum. However, the cases when A is a normal, self-adjoint, or 
unitary operator have not yet been considered (as far as we know). 
The spectrum u(A) can be considered as a set of different complex 
numbers hi,. . . , 
X\~J, . . . , 
A,, and also it can be considered as a weighted collection 
Xr?l of different complex numbers, where [mj] denotes the multi- 
plicity of the eigenvalue Xj. In this case m, + * * * +m, = n. 
We shall consider both cases: the first of them in Theorem 1, and the 
second in Theorem 2. 
THE MAIN RESULT 
It is easy to show that a one-dimensional operator acting on @?” can be 
represented as a matrix 
K = (cjk)IkEl. where cjk= akbj (USE@, bjE@). 
Let A = {X,, . . . , Xp} and M = {pI,. . . , pLy} be two sets of complex 
numbers. 
THEOREM 1. 
1. There exist an operator A EL, and a one-dimensional operator K E L, 
suchthata(A)=Aanda(A+K)=M,foranyn~max(p,q). 
2. There exist operators A EN,, and K E L, (rank K = l), such that 
a(A)=11 and a(A+K)=M 
M = M, U A,, (I) 
where Ai C A and M, is an arbitrary set of cardinality 1 M, ( < p. 
3. There exist operators A ES, and K E L, (rank K = 1) such that a( A) = A 
and u( A + K) = M ifl hi are real and the property (1) holds. 
4. There exist operators A E U,, and K E L, (rank K = 1) such that a( A) = A 
and a( A + K) = M ijj’ 1 Xi) = 1 and the property (1) holds. 
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Proof. Part 1 is rather trivial. One can take 
a2 
x2 
0 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
an 
a, :I i and 
a2 
a2 
a2 
. . . 
a” 
a, :I . , a, 
where X,+1 = ** * = A, = X, and p,,+i = * *- = pn = pLy, and ak = Xk - 
pk. 
Part 2: Let A E N, and a( A) = A (n > p). One can choose a basis in G” so 
that the matrix A is diagonal. Let us find the characteristic polynomial for the 
operator A + K. 
It is not difficult to show by induction that 
det( A + K - XI) = i ( hk - 1) + &aibi 4 ( kk - A). 
k=l j-;f 
(2) 
Let us rewrite the equality (2) in the following form: 
det( A + K - hI) = A (& - x)m” + 5 
k=l 
= B, (A, - X)-l I np (hk-h)+i~~cik~l(“k-“) k=l k+i I 
= k,+ - A)““-‘P(k), 
where P(X) is a polynomial of degree p. By the above discussion it follows that 
M = {t,, i2.. . . , t,), where tl,. . . , tp are roots of the polynomial P(X) and 
{E,, . . . , ,E”} C A. 
Now we shall show that t i, . . . , E p can be obtained as needed. 
Let us choose an operator K so that bi = 1 (i = 1,. . . , n) and oi = 0 (for 
i = p + 1,. . . , n). Then 
P(h) = L (hk-x) + flai 
k=l 
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Let Q(X) be an arbitrary polynomial of degree p. We shall find coefficients ai 
in such a way that P(X) = Q(X), i.e. that 
Substituting in this equality X,, . . . , X,, we shall obtain 
@i ; (& - xi) = A (& - “j), where i= l,...,p, 
i;; k=l 
so one can take 
ai = ka, 
kyl(Akm 'i) ’ 
k+i 
Thus the set M will consist of the union A, U M,, where A, C A and M is an 
arbitrary set with cardinality 1 M 1 < p. 
From this we readily obtain statements 3 and 4 by using the fact that A is 
self-adjoint [unitary] iff A EN, and a( A) E R [a( A) E S’]. n 
REMARK 1. The condition (1) is equivalent to the inequality 
Now we shall formulate an analogous theorem taking into account the 
multiplicities of the eigenvalues Xi and pi. Its proof follows immediately from 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let 13 = { ~7,. , . , Xk$} and G = {p$, . . . , cl’;;}, where ki and li are the 
multiplicities of the corresponding eigenvalues X, and pi. 
THEOREM 2. Let Cy=‘=, ki = Cy=‘=, li = n. Then: 
1. There exist operators A EL, and K E L, (rank K = 1) such that a( A) = i 
and a(A + K) = h?. 
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2. For the existence of operators A EN,, and K E L, (rank K = 1) such that 
a( A) = i and u( A + K) = ~6? it is necessary and suf_cient that 
h2= {xy ,...) q&u;, ,..., u$}, 
where ri > ki - 1, s, = 0, 1, . . . , x7=‘=, ri + Cr=“=, si = n. 
3. Statement 2 holds also for self-adjoint [unitary] operators A i&f 
u(A) c R [o(A) c S’]. 
REMARK 2. By the above theorem, a normal operator A can be repre- 
sented as a sum A = K + N of a one-dimensional operator and a nilpotent one 
if all the eigenvalues of A are simple. 
REMARK 3. In parts 2-4 of Theorem 1 we have not only proved the 
existence of the perturbation K, but also given the explicit form for 
the operators K which transform the spectrum of a given operator A 
into the given spectrum M, if such operators exist. 
Next we shall give an explicit form for the operators K which transform 
the spectrum of the given linear operator A (from some class of operators) into 
the given spectrum M. We shall choose the basis so that the matrix A will be 
in a Jordan form. The following lemma holds: 
LEMMA. Let 
A= 
where Aj is aJordan block with eigenvalue Xi of order pj, where Xi # Xj if i # j. 
Let 
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Then the following equality for the characteristic polynomial of the operator 
A + K holds: 
det(A+K-hI) =(-1)” r!~ (X-Xi)” - & 5 
i=l 
kEl jzl (A_ &)j SkJ-j+l ’ 
I 
The proof of this lemma can be carried out (for example) by induction on 
the order of the maximal Jordan block pi. 
Now if A is an arbitrary linear operator which satisfies the conditions of 
the lemma and F(X) is an arbitrary manic polynomial of degree n, then it 
follows from the lemma that the explicit form of the elements a$ of K [such 
that det( A + K - XI) = (- l)“F( A)] can be obtained from following equalities: 
5 aij = cij, 
j=l 
where the numbers cij are taken from the representation of the polynomial 
F(X) in the following form: 
r: (h-Xj)P’ 
F(X) = ; (A - xi)‘, - L 2 i=l 
i=l k=l j=l 
(x _ xk)j ‘k, n-j+l. 
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